T'was the Night
46” x 22”
Designed by Heidi Pridemore

Fabric Requirements:
Featuring Urban Scandinavian from P&B Textiles

- White Swirl on Gray (USCA365SW) ½ yard
- Gray Dot Lines on White (USCA364WS) ½ yard
- White Dot Circles on Red (USCA361RW) ¼ yard
- White Dot Lines on Red (USCA364RW) ¼ yard
- White Dot Lines on Taupe (USCA364DST) ¼ yard
- White Dot Lines on Green (USCA364GW) ½ yard
- Red Swirls on White (USCA365WR) ½ yard
- White Circle Lines on Red (USCA362RW) ¾ yard
- White Dot Circles on Green (USCA361GW) ¼ yard

You will also need:
- 1 ¾ yards of fabric for the backing
- 54" x 30" piece of batting
- GO! Sleigh & Snowflakes die (55322)
- GO! Reindeer die (55353)
- GO! Half Square Triangle-2” Finished squares (55063)
- Basic Sewing Supplies & Tools
- Fusible Web

All shape designs ©1990-2014 by AccuQuilt. AccuQuilt®, AccuQuilt GO!®, GO!® and GO! Baby® are registered trademarks of AccuQuilt. Used with permission.
Please read all instructions before starting. Measurement on borders are approximate. Measure your quilt top before cutting. Use a 1/4” seam allowance unless otherwise noted.

**Cutting Instructions:**

**White Swirl on Gray (A)**
- Cut one 8½” x 32½” strip.

**Gray Dot Lines on White (B)**
- Cut four 1½” x 36½” strips. *(Optional: GO! Strip Cutter-1” Finished Strip #55024)*
- Cut two 1½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut four 1½” x 12½” strips. *(Optional: GO! Strip Cutter-1” Finished Strip #55024)*
- See Instructions to cut two Skinny Snowflakes and two Fat Snowflakes using the GO! Sleigh & Snowflakes die or the included templates.

**White Dot Circles on Red (C)**
- See Instructions to cut two Curly Reindeer using the GO! Reindeer die or the included templates.

**White Dot Lines on Red (D)**
- See Instructions to cut two Jumping Reindeer using the GO! Sleigh & Snowflakes die or the included templates.

**White Dot Lines on Taupe (E)**
- See Instructions to cut one Sled using the GO! Sleigh & Snowflakes die or the included templates.

**White Dot Lines on Green (F)**
- Cut four 2½” x WOF strips for the Binding. *(Optional: GO! Strip Cutter-2” Finished Strip #55014)*
- Cut one 2½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut into (4) 2½” squares. *(Optional: GO! Squares-2” Finished #55059)*
- Cut one 7” x WOF strip. Sub-cut into four 7” x 8” rectangles. Using the GO! Half Square Triangle-2” Finished Squares die cut forty triangles. *(Optional: If you are not using the GO! Half Square Triangle-2” Finished Squares, cut two 2½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut into twenty 2½” squares.)*

**Red Swirls on White (G)**
- Cut one 7” x WOF strip. Sub-cut into four 7” x 8” rectangles. Using the GO! Half Square Triangle-2” Finished Squares die cut forty triangles. *(Optional: If you are not using the GO! Half Square Triangle-2” Finished Squares, cut two 2½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut into twenty 2½” squares.)*

**White Circle Lines on Red (H)**
- Cut two 3½” x 36½” strips. *(Optional: GO! Strip Cutter-3” Finished Strip #55032)*
- Cut one 3½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut into two 3½” x 12½” strips. *(Optional: GO! Strip Cutter-3” Finished Strip #55032)*

**White Dot Circles on Green (I)**
- Cut one 5½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut into four 5½” squares.

**Backing (Your Choice)**
- Cut one 54” x 30” piece for the backing.
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Cutting Instructions for Applique Shapes when using Die-cut Shapes:

1. Following the manufacturer’s instructions press the Fusible web onto the wrong side of the remaining Fabric B piece. Cut four 5” squares. Using the GO! Sleigh & Snowflakes die, to cut two of each snowflake.

2. Following the manufacturer’s instructions press the Fusible web onto the wrong side of the Fabric C piece. Cut two 5” x 6” rectangles. Using the GO! Reindeer die, to cut two Curly Reindeer.

3. Following the manufacturer’s instructions press the Fusible web onto the wrong side of the Fabric D piece. Cut two 5” x 6” rectangles. Using the GO! Sleigh & Snowflakes die, to cut two Jumping Reindeer.

4. Following the manufacturer’s instructions press the Fusible web onto the wrong side of the Fabric E piece. Cut one 4” x 5” rectangle. Using the GO! Sleigh & Snowflakes die, to cut one Sled.

Traditional Fusible Applique Instructions if not using Die-cut Shapes:

5. Following the manufacturer’s instructions to trace the listed number of each template onto the paper side of the fusible web. Roughly cut out each template about ⅛” outside the drawn lines. Press each template onto the wrong side of the fabrics as listed on the templates. Cut out each template on the drawn lines.

Assembly Instructions:

6. Following Figure 1 and the runner photo, arrange the sled, two curly reindeer and two jumping reindeer onto the 8 ½” x 32 ½” Fabric A strip.

7. Finish the raw edges with a decorative stitch, such as a blanket or satin stitch to complete the center block.

8. Center one Skinny Snowflake onto one 5 ½” Fabric I square. Press in place. Finish the raw edges of the snowflake to make one Corner Block One (Fig. 2). Repeat to make a second Corner Block One.

9. Center one Fat Snowflake onto one 5 ½” Fabric I square. Press in place. Finish the raw edges of the snowflake to make one Corner Block Two (Fig. 3). Repeat to make a second Corner Block Two.
10. Sew one 1 ½” x 36 ½” Fabric B strip to the top and bottom of one 3 ½” x 36 ½” Fabric H strip to make the outer top border (Fig. 4). Repeat to make the outer bottom border.

![Fig. 4]

11. Sew one 1 ½” x 12 ½” Fabric B strip to the top and bottom of one 3 ½” x 12 ½” Fabric H strip to make one outer side border (Fig. 5). Repeat to make a second outer side border.

![Fig. 5]

**Die-cut Half Square Triangle Instructions:**

12. Sew one Fabric F triangle to one Fabric G triangle to make one FG Unit (Fig. 6). Repeat to make forty FG Units.

![Fig. 6]

**Traditional Half Square Triangle Instructions:**

13. Place one 2 7/8” Fabric F square on top of one 2 7/8” Fabric G square, right side together. Draw a line across the diagonal of the top square. Sew ¼” away from each side of the drawn diagonal line. Cut the two squares apart on the drawn diagonal line to make two half-square triangles (Fig. 7). Trim blocks to measure 2 ½” square. Repeat to make forty FG Units.

![Fig. 7]

14. Sew two FG Unit together to make one FGF Unit (Fig. 8). Repeat to make twenty FGF units.

![Fig. 8]
15. Sew two FGF Units together to make one Inner Side Border (Fig. 9). Repeat to make a second Inner Side Border.

![Fig. 9](Diagram of Inner Side Border)

16. Sew eight FGF Units together to make the Top Inner Top Border. Sew one 2 ½” Fabric F square to each end of the Inner Top Border (Fig. 10). Repeat to make the Inner Bottom Border.

![Fig. 10](Diagram of Inner Top and Bottom Borders)

17. Sew one Inner Side Border to each side of the center block. Sew one Inner Top and Bottom Border to the center block to make the runner top (Fig. 11).

![Fig. 11](Diagram of Runner Top)

18. Sew one Outer Side Border to each side of the runner top.
19. Sew one Corner Block One to the left side of the Outer Top Border. Sew one Corner Block Two to the right side of the Outer Top Border. Sew the border to the top of the runner center (Fig. 12).

20. Sew one Corner Block Two to the left side of the Outer Bottom Border. Sew one Corner Block One to the right side of the Outer Bottom Border. Sew the border to the bottom of the runner center (Fig. 12).

21. Layer and quilt as desired.

22. Sew the four 2½” x LOF Fabric F strips together, end to end with 45-degree seams, to make the binding. Fold this long strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press.

23. Bind as desired.
T’was the Night Templates

These templates are intended for those who do not have the various GO! dies.

Curly Reindeer
Cut two
Fabric C

Shape design
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Jumping Reindeer
Cut two
Fabric D
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T’was the Night Templates

These templates are intended for those who do not have the various GO! dies.

Skinny Snowflake
Cut two
Fabric B

Fat Snowflake
Cut two
Fabric B

Sled
Cut One
Fabric E
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